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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview 

As the semester schedule is very tight, it is difficult to remember all of the academic tasks 

efficiently. Sometimes the date and time of a particular task changes then it creates a 

misunderstanding between faculty and students. So, it becomes very tough to maintain 

the deadline of individual tasks and maintain the appointment for both the faculty and 

students. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

•  To cope with the tight semester schedule. 

• To help both student and teacher as reminder. 

• To maintain the appointment with advisor in a timely manner. 

 

1.3     Scope: 

Except a Student notified System, guiding and observing the details of students is a 

exhausting job for any organisation. Information system of students will gather all the 

details, academic qualifications, and all the information related to their resume. 
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Chapter 2 

 Requirement Specification 

 

 

2.1  Project Development Planning: 

A three-stage model viz is prepared for the project plan. 

 

Strategic System Planning: - Creating concern among plans for 

candidate system. 

  

Information Requirement Analysis: - Recognizing exam requirements to straight the 

specific application of report at computer instituttion. 

 

Resource Allocation: - Realizing Hardware, Software, telecommunication 

facilities and economic harbor to conduct the improvement of the process. 

 

2.2  Requirement Analysis: 

This is Development of Schedule Notifier Application For DIU. This application is 

formed and improved in accordance with the requirement. Necessary of a system one 

another in two class: Software and Hardware necessity. We got all the information for 

this system. We also make sure that this system is compatible with the computer 

hardware. 

 

 

2.2.1    User Requirement: 

 Overview of the website 

 Information about Student. 

 Information about Teacher. 

 Maintain the deadline of individual tasks. 

 Maintain the appointment for both the faculty and student.  
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2.2.2     Technical and Legal Requirement: 

The system should be design as to ensure that they continue to work efficiency, that the 

comply with relevant legislation and to check that they are safe guarded from threats such 

as virus and hackers. The requirement is listed below: 

 Data guard facilities and Security data transmission facilities. 

 Guard facilities against logical and physical threats. 

 Guard facilities against hacker and cracker and Guard against virus. 

 

 

2.2.3     Requirement Components: 

To carry out project we need hardware and software and those are given below: 

 

2.2.3.1    Hardware Requirement: 

To run this project minimum one pc and INTERNET connection need. 

Processor 

 

Intel Pentium/AMD processor (500 MHZ) 

Motherboard Any 

Ram 512 or more 

Lan Any 

AGP Card Any 

Sound Card Any 

Hard Disk 60GB 

Floppy Disk (not mandatory) 1.44 MB 

Casing ATX 

Monitor Any Color Monitor 

Keyboard Any 
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Mouse Any 

CD ROM 52X 

 

Table 2.1     Hardware Requirement 

 

 

2.2.3.2    Software Requirement: 

Various Types of software needed to improved and observing projectwebsite. Description 

is Given below: 

Software Usage 

Any windows  system To start the computer and adjust all 

hardware elements, application and 

customize software. 

Xamp To provide the service for the project 

Sublime Text For server-side scripting 

Phpmyadmin For Database Server 

Antivirus software if working on windows 

operating system 

To protect Data from Virus 

 

Table 2.2     Software Requirement. 
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2.3       Use Case Modeling and Details: 

2.3.1    Use Case Model: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Admin 

Student 

 

 

 

Teacher 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1      Use Case Model 
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Search 

Information 
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2.3.2    Use Case Details: 

 

ID of Use Case : 1 

Name  of Use Case: Enter 

Created By: Tareq 

Date Of Creation: 26-8-2018 

Details: This use case will accommodate user to 

enter the system. User can effortlessly 

enter the system and see whatsoever wants 

to view. 

Primary Actor: User 

Secondary Actor: None 

Precondition: None 

Post condition: System will show the home page 

 

Table 2.3      Use case 1 

 

Id of Use Case: 2 

Name  of Use Case: find 

Created By: Tareq 

Date Of Creation: 26-8-2018 

Description: Use case accommodate user to find. User 

can effortlessly found what he/she want in 

the system 

Primary Actor: User 

Secondary Actor: None 

Precondition: None 
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Post condition: system will display the  outcome. 

 

Table 2.4      Use case 2 

Id  of Use Case: 3 

Name  of Use Case: Information 

Created By: Tareq 

Creation date: 26-8-2018 

Details: It will accommodate user to send message 

for live chat. 

Primary Actor: User 

Secondary Actor: System 

Precondition: User have to send correct info. 

Post condition: The app will gather the info. 

 

Table 2.5      Use case 3 
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2.4    ER Diagram and Description: 

2.4.1 ER Diagram: 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 2      ER Diagram 

 

 

2.4.2   ER Diagram Description: 

An existence relevance model is a descriptive presentation of entities and their relevance 

to oneanother, used in computing considertion to the organisation of info within database 

or Info systems. An existence is a portion of data an purpose or topic about which data is 

gather in. 
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2.5    Sequence Diagram and Description: 

2.5.1    Sequence Diagram: 

 

            Student               Teacher

send Notification

Check Notification

               Admin

Regestration Course

 

Figure 2.3      Sequence Diagram 

 

2.5.2    Sequence Diagram description: 

The Sequence diagrams explain interactions betweenclass in terms of an interchange of 

message on time. It’s also called event diagrams. A sequence diagram is a better path to 

notice and verify different runtime scenarios. This can help to forecast how a system will 
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act and to find liabilities a class may necessary to have in the procedure of modelling a 

new system.  

 

 

 

Chapter 3 

Design Specification 

 

3.1     Front-end Design: 

Completing front-end development, we've used three main languages in my project  

 HTML 

 CSS 

 Bootstrap frameworks 

 JavaScript programming 

 libraries like jQuery 

3.1.1    Hypertext Markup Language: 

 HTML is a mark-up language use to make web page. It belongs to a family of 

declaratory programming languages, who means HTML specifies satisfied of a web page 

and its structure, but does not specify how this content is styled or behaves. Parts of 

HTML document are labeled by using HTML tags; each tag mark type of content. It 

consists of a tag name wrapped together with tag attributes in angle brackets, i.e. "< name 

attributes >". Then, HTML component is a summation of opening and closing tags 

enclosing the content.Structure,of a web page is created by nestling HTML components 

inside of one another. 

 

3.1.2    Cascading Style Sheet: 

It is a good practice to separate page structure from its design. To do so, CSS is using like 

a styling language. It identify layout, colour, size and other quality of page components. 

CSS page is a text file comprising a set of CSS regulation, which rule formation of 
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selector and declaration block. Every rule affects page content verify in selector pointing 

either to: All components of one type in a DOM, e.g. all <li> tags. 

 Components of a same class or id (all are tag attributes). In CSS, this rules begin 

with dot (.) and hash (#) for classes and ids, respectively, e.g. “. list" and 

"#example-btn".  

 Components in a particular state, e.g. the elementover the mouse. 

 Components founded on relevance position in a DOM tree. This are specified as a 

summation of previous types of selectors, e.g. “. list li" matches only listed 

items<li> of “. list" class Components. Declaratory block is a semicolon divided 

list of separate style proposition in a form: "property name”: "value": e.g. "color: 

red". CSS can be covered to HTML file by used one of the following process. 

 External style sheet, CSS is written into exotic file and covered use tag in of 

HTML file. 

 Internal style sheet, CSS rules are written as a portion of the relevant tag. 

 

3.1.3    JavaScript: 

JS  interpret programming language usually used at consumer side to possession user 

input, possession browser actions, load additional content to a browser and make changes 

to the DOM. In short, it gives functionality to a page. JS code can be added to HTML 

document in two ways 

 Inline JavaScript, JS code is written as content of HTML document between sss 

<Script> tag. 

 External JavaScript, JS code is written in external file and reference to the file is 

defined in <script> tag attribute. Any content enclosed by the <script> tag is not 

executed. 

Where HTML <script>Component is reached, this time  parsing of HTML document, the 

JS code defined by the tag is immediately executed in a browser using built-in JS 

interpreter 

3.2     Back-end Design: 
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 For finding, save, or shift data and distribute it back to the user in front-end code, we've 

used  

 Server-side languages- PHP 

 Tools like MySQL Server 

 

 

 

 

3.2.1    Hypertext Transfer Protocol: 

HTTP is a protocol describing how browsers and distribute connection with each other 

over the Internet in order to change data. The process works as follows: 

 Establishment of a conjunction among client and WA server.  

 If the conjunction is successful request is sent by the client. It is a message 

requesting data from a WA server. The data could be of various types - web 

pages, images, client-side scripts, confirmation of user authentication and more. 

 The server then give response which contains requested data together with a status 

code. There are several types of status codes rely on success or failure of the 

requested function. 

 Last step closes the connection by either both parties. Request and response, are 

text-based messages, each message has three part:  

 

i. an initial line, defines mainly source of information,  

ii. Header, zero or more lines specifying additional parameters of the 

request. 

iii. An optional message body contains data sent by client/server.  
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3.2.2    Types of HTTPrequest: 

When user accesses the WA for the first time, browser sends an categorical HTTP 

requests to a server. Server sends back the requested data and the browser may cache the 

data for later use, if the response’s header allows it. If a subsequent request is make, 

disperse and max-age parameters of the copied response are checked in order to 

determine whether the resource is fresh or not. If the cached copy is not expired, it is 

using and no HTTP request is made. Theoretical part on the another hand, if the source is 

dispersed, the browser gives a conditional request to a server to check if the source has 

been modified since last request or not. The request contains If-modified-since header 

field indicating last version of the source in a cache. The server returns either response 

containing Not Modified header, signaling that the cached copy is up to date and 

therefore can be used, or response containing new data in a body of the response. 

 

3.2.3    HTTP header fields: 

 Following is a list of HTTP header fields whose setting relates to a rending of FE:  

 Disperse field containing date/time info when the response becomes stale. 

 Cache-control specify the highest time in seconds to cache response in a client’s 

memory. If browser confirmation disperse and cache control and both are present, 

according to HTTP specification cache control parameter is preferred. 

 Last-modified information specifying date/time of last modification of requested 

file.  

 If-Modified-Since using when conditional request is made.  

 Accept-Encoding is list of compression algorithms confirmation in a browser. 

Demarcation of all available header fields can be found on.   
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                                                          Chapter 4 

Implementation and Testing 

 

4.1     Implementation of Database: 

The database executionor spread is the method of installation of database software, 

configuration and customization, running, testing, integrating with applications, and 

instruction the users. Its various stages and methods are: 

 

Defining the database project scope: 

 Recognizing the subsection of association. 

 Recognizing about the operation which is exploit by the database. 

 

Organizing Database project: 

 Design team developmentation. 

 Formation of database administrators. 

 

Selection of DBMS products: 

 Reading a formal overturel and necessity list. 

 Selecting the vendor for DBMS. 

 

Development of initial implementation plan and schedule: 

 Concretion of files need to convert. 

 Determination of time requirement for transformation. 

 Preparing of execution schedule. 
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Database design: 

 Recognization of data requirement. 

 Determining the formation of data and entire design specifications. 

 Review and vindication of design specifications. 

 Training about database project: 

 Preparing of the training necessity. 

 Training to use the data manipulate language. 

 Training for database dictator to use data manipulate and covered language. 

 

Database testing: 

 Coding of data manipulate and monitoring language, schema, and subschema. 

 Database creation. 

 Testing and debugging. 

 Review and approval. 

 

Periodic review and performance review: 

 Evaluate the goals, info, and functional necessity. 

 Evaluate the success of the execution. 

 

4.2     Implementation of Front-end Design: 

Development of client side of WA is called front-end development and front-end (FE) 

itself is then understood as every content user can see and can interact with in a browser. 

It is usually a mixture of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheet 

(CSS) and JavaScript (JS). All this languages are interpreted and controlled by a web 

browser become in a web page - interface user can interact with. Set of all available web 

pages is called web site. 

 

 

4.2.1     Web application: 
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WA can be described by using simple client-server model. WA is an application using a 

web browser as a client. Client communicates over the Internet with a server using 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) in order to deliver content of WA to a user, who 

interacts with a browser (client). More details about client, server and HTTP can be found 

in sections respectively. Using browser as a client has many benefits. One of the most 

important is fact that updates of WA need to be made only on server side. When users 

entry an application after an update, new version of WA is automatically use. This 

removes the need of installing new version of the application on potentially thousands of 

client computers. It also made cross-platform compatibility support easily to accomplish. 

Finally, users do not need to own high-performance computers, since only browser is 

needed for using WA. Other benefits usually depend on the type of WA. 

 

 

 

4.2.2     Home Page: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2      Home Page View for User 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

As the semester schedule of DIU is very tight, this application can help both the students 

and faculties to achieve a smooth conduction of each academic activities. 
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